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Abstract— In recent Printed Circuit Boards (PCB),
the design size and density have increased, and the im-
provement of routing tools for PCB is required. Al-
though there are several routing tools that generate
high-quality global routings when only horizontal and
vertical segments are used, PCB designers are not sat-
isfied with these tools because high-density PCBs re-
quire segments that have arbitrary directions. In this
paper, we propose a routing method that maintains
the advantages of tools that use horizontal and verti-
cal segments only, while handling higher density de-
signs by using 45-degree segments to locally relax the
routing density.

I. Introduction

Printed circuit board routing is necessary in order to
realize connections between elements, and to achieve the
specifications related to delay and noise, for example.
Since the quality of the routing obtained by automatic
routing tools for PCBs is inferior to the routing achieved
by designers, high-density PCBs are still designed by
hand. However, the number of nets on a PCB has in-
creased due to the emergence of BGA packages, which
have numerous I/O pins, and the design scale approaches
the limit of manual design. As the design scale increases,
the time required to complete PCB design by hand in-
creases. Therefore, the quality enhancement of automatic
PCB routing tools is needed in order to shorten the design
period.

In a typical PCB routing design flow, first, in the global
routing phase, the global structure of the route is deter-
mined for each net group, which consists of related nets
as the result of layer assignment, area assignment, etc.
Then, in the detailed routing phase, the detailed struc-
ture of route of each net group is determined within the
assigned routing area.

In the detailed routing phase, the detailed routing prob-
lem of a net group is usually divided into two types of
subproblems, namely, escape routing and river routing.

Escape routing is primarily used to find an escape route
for each net from highly congested areas where I/O pins
are closely arranged [1–5]. On the other hand, river rout-
ing is used to connect the terminals of each net, which
are arranged on the boundary of a less congested rout-
ing area of a single layer, as well as to achieve various
specifications.

A typical river routing problem is modeled as a trunk
routing problem in which the routing area can be bifur-
cated such that each area contains one terminal of a net
[6]. The trunk routing problem is a key problem because
this problem corresponds to a subproblem for a typical
net group that consists of nets connecting two modules.
The formulation of the trunk routing problem is simple,
but an inferior routing pattern, as compared to manual
design, is often obtained by current automatic PCB tools.
The quality improvement in the trunk routing problem is
needed in order to improve the quality of automatic PCB
routing tools.

In the trunk routing problem, a routing pattern should
achieve various specifications and realize connections [6–
12]. There are several routing tools that generate high-
quality global routings when only horizontal and vertical
segments are used. However, non-orthogonal segments
are often essential in order to realize the connection re-
quirements in a trunk routing problem. Tools that handle
only horizontal and vertical segments cannot be used for
actual PCB routing design.

There exist several routing methods that can handle
non-orthogonal segments in multi-layer VLSI routing [13–
15]. However, in the routing methods proposed in [13–15],
non-orthogonal segments are primarily used to shorten
the wire length. These methods do not effectively use non-
orthogonal segments to realize connection requirements
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when the routing resources are limited.
In the trunk routing problem, a feasible routing pattern

that realizes the connection requirement will be obtained
if the route of a net is determined along the boundary
of the routing area, including non-orthogonal segments,
so that the design rule is satisfied. However, the ob-
tained routing pattern will contain a number of unneces-
sary bends, and the total length will be large. The qual-
ity might be improved by post-processing, but this would
require too much time to obtain a satisfactory routing
pattern if the initial routing pattern is too poor.

In this work, we propose a routing method for a trunk
routing problem in which the connection requirements are
realized in one routing layer using 45-degree segments as
well as horizontal and vertical segments. In the proposed
routing method, 45-degree segments are used only when
they are essential to realize the connection requirements.

In the trunk routing problem, the routing area is di-
vided into critical zones and non-critical zones, where
critical zones require 45-degree segments in order to re-
alize the connection requirements, but non-critical zones
do not. The proposed method identifies the critical zones
by flow and determines the routing pattern in these zones
using 45-degree segments as well as horizontal and verti-
cal segments without loss of connectivity. The connection
requirements are then realized by generating a routing
pattern of the remaining zones, i.e., non-critical zones,
using only horizontal and vertical segments.

The proposed method efficiently generates a feasible
routing pattern. Although the achievement of various
specifications is beyond the scope of this paper, the pro-
posed method will be helpful for improving various in-
dices. Although the 45-degree segments in the critical
zone are invariant in most cases, the segments in a non-
critical zone are not invariant. The routing pattern in a
non-critical zone has large flexibility. The improvement
of various indices will be achieved by applying routing
tools that effectively into account take various indices in
non-critical zones. The routing tools that handle horizon-
tal and vertical segments only are applicable because 45-
degree segments are not required. Of course, the routing
tools that handle 45-degree segments can be used. These
routing tools can be used to realize various specifications
without worrying about connectivity issues.

II. Preliminaries

In this paper, a single-layer routing area that contains
several obstacles is considered. In the problem formula-
tion, the width of each wire is considered to be 0, and the
minimum distance between adjacent wires is set to one
unit length. In addition, the minimum distance between
a wire and an obstacle is set to one unit length.

In the routing area, the tracks on which wires run are
defined. All wires run only on these tracks. No wire runs
on a part of a track on which an obstacle exists. Three
types of tracks, namely, horizontal tracks (H tracks), ver-
tical tracks (V tracks), and ±45-degree tracks (X tracks)
are defined. Both H tracks and V tracks are defined as
having a separation of one unit length and are defined
over the entire routing area. The intersection of an H
track and a V track is referred to as a grid-point. Both H
tracks and V tracks are referred to as HV tracks, and X
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Fig. 1. Single-layer multiple-nets routing problem

tracks are defined locally with the same separation, which
is at least one unit length. In other words, an HV track
always ends at the boundary of the routing area but an X
track usually ends inside the routing area. The X tracks
are defined in detail in Section III.

An obstacle is assigned a set of grid-points such that
no wire can separate the grid-points without violating the
design rule. A grid-point is called a off-point if it is con-
tained in an obstacle and is otherwise called an on-point.
A net consists of two terminals referred to as a source
terminal and a sink terminal.

An example of a routing area is shown in Fig. 1. In
this example, H tracks, V tracks, and X tracks are rep-
resented by the horizontal, vertical, and 45-degree lines,
respectively. An off-point that corresponds to an obstacle
is represented by a black dot. A wire cannot use a track if
the track is in a gray region that surrounds a black dot. A
terminal of a net is represented by a white circle in which
the name of the net is written.

Flow graphs are defined to help analyze a given routing
problem. The flow graph G with edge capacity is defined
as follows. The vertex set of G consists of the primary
source, the primary sink, and vertices that correspond to
on-points. For each on-point in the routing area, two ver-
tices called the in-vertex and the out-vertex are included
in the vertex set of G. The edge set of G consists of the
following four types of directed edges:

type-1) a directed edge from the in-vertex of an on-point
to the out-vertex of the on-point;

type-2) a directed edge from the out-vertex of an on-
point to the in-vertex of an adjacent on-point;

type-3) a directed edge from the primary source to the
in-vertex of the on-point to which a source terminal
is assigned;

type-4) a directed edge from the out-vertex of the on-
point to which the sink terminal is assigned to the
primary sink.

The capacity of an edge is one if the edge is a type-1 edge,
and is infinite otherwise. Unit flows in G do not intersect
because the capacity of each type-1 edge is set to one. For
example, the flow graph with edge capacity corresponding
to the routing area shown in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2.

A partition (Vs, Vt) of the edge set of V is called a cut
if Vs and Vt contain the primary source and the primary
sink, respectively. The capacity of the cut (Vs, Vt) is the
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Fig. 2. Flow graph with edge capacities
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Fig. 3. Flow graph with vertex capacities

sum of the capacities of the edges that connect from a
vertex in Vs to a vertex in Vt.

The flow graph G′ with vertex capacity that corre-
sponds to G is defined in order to simplify the graph draw-
ing. The flow graph G′ is obtained from G by contracting
type-1 edges. The capacity of a vertex is one if the vertex
corresponds to a type-1 edge, and is infinite otherwise. A
cut (Vs, Vt) of G, having a finite capacity is represented
by the set of vertices of G′ that correspond to the edges
of G that connect from a vertex in Vs to a vertex in Vt.
The set of such vertices of G′ is called a cut of G′. For
example, the flow graph with vertex capacity correspond-
ing to the flow graph with edge capacity shown in Fig. 2
is shown in Fig. 3.

The trunk routing topology condition is defined in [6] as
follows:

Trunk routing topology condition

1. Each net consists of two terminals, namely, a source
terminal and a sink terminal.

2. All terminals of nets are set on the boundary of the
routing area.

3. The sequence of terminals along the boundary con-
sists of the sequence S of source terminals of all nets
and the sequence T of sink terminals of all nets, where
T is the reverse of S, and vice versa.

A routing problem that satisfies this condition is called
a trunk routing problem. The trunk routing problem is
defined as follows:

Trunk routing problem

Input: Routing area with obstacles.
A set of nets that satisfies the trunk routing topology
condition.

Output: Routing pattern that connects all nets without
violating the design rule (minimum distance between
wires and obstacles).

For example, a routing pattern that satisfies the design
rule is shown in Fig. 4. In this routing pattern, all nets
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Fig. 4. An example of HVX routing for the problem of Fig. 1

pass along the H, V, and X tracks only and do not inter-
sect. This routing pattern is feasible.

In the trunk routing problem, each unit flow on the flow
graph G corresponds to the route from a source terminal
to a sink terminal using only H and V tracks. The max-
imum number of routes using only H and V tracks can
be obtained using a set of unit flows with the maximum
number.

III. X track

The X tracks defined in part of the routing area are
specified by the pitch and the offset. The routing area is
modeled on the XY coordinate plane. The pitch of the X
tracks is the horizontal distance between X tracks, and the
offset of the X tracks is the reminder of the y-intercepts
of the X tracks divided by the pitch of the X tracks, as
if they are extended to intersect to y-axis. The pitch and
offset of the X tracks should be defined carefully because
they affect the connectivity.

In multiple layer routing, an X track is often defined
such that it intersects an HV track at a grid-point. It
is easy to place vias that connect wires on different lay-
ers if tracks intersect at grid-points. However, in single
layer routing, an X track does not necessarily intersect
an HV track at a grid-point. The pitch must be at least√

2 � 1.41, so that the distance between X tracks is at
least one. Although the connectivity becomes maximum
when the pitch is set to

√
2, the routing tool may cause

a malfunction due to rounding error, for example. In the
proposed method, the pitch is set to 1.5 so that an X
track intersects an HV track either at a grid-point or at
the middle point of adjacent grid-points. Even though the
distance between X tracks is greater than one, in most
cases, maximum connectivity is achieved.

The offset of the X tracks also affects the connectivity.
Let us consider the number of wires that runs between the
two obstacles shown in Fig. 5 for the case in which the
pitch of the X tracks is 1.5. The routing results for the
cases in which the offset of the X tracks is set to 0.0, 0.5,
and 1.0 are shown in Fig. 6, 7, and 8, respectively. The
connection requirements are realized only for the case in
which the offset is set to 0.0, in which case, three wires
run between obstacles. In general, the number of wires be-
tween obstacles at (x, y) and (x+w+1, y+h+1)(w, h ≥ 1)

is maximized if the offset is set to (3−(x+y))mod3
2 . The

number of wires that can run between the obstacles us-
ing the X tracks when the offset is set appropriately is
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Fig. 5. HV routing.
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Fig. 6. HVX routing.
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Fig. 7. HVX routing.
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Fig. 8. HVX routing.
offset=1.0, #net=2

⌈
2(w+h)−1

3

⌉
, whereas the number of wires that can run

between the obstacles using HV tracks is max(w, h). The
connectivity between these obstacles is improved when⌈

2(w+h)−1
3

⌉
> max(w, h) if the offset of the X track is set

appropriately.
An appropriate offset of X tracks depends on the pair

of obstacles. An offset of X tracks that maximizes the
number of wires between a pair of obstacles does not nec-
essarily maximize the number of wires between another
pair of obstacles. The offset of X track should be defined
locally in order to achieve the maximum connectivity. In
the proposed method, a sub-area, referred to as the criti-
cal zone, in which X tracks are essential in order to realize
the connection requirements, is identified, and the offset
of the X track is defined appropriately for each sub-area.
The identification of the critical zone is discussed in Sec-
tion IV.

IV. Critical zone

In the following, we consider a routing problem that
satisfies the trunk routing topology condition.

A line that divides the routing area into two sub-areas
such that one area contains all source terminals and the
other area contains all sink terminals is referred to as
a dividing line. A dividing line corresponds to a cut of
flow graph G′. In a feasible routing pattern, the wire of
any net passes any dividing line. The number of wires
that can pass a dividing line depends on the design style.
The maximum numbers of wires that can pass a dividing
line L using HV tracks and HVX tracks are referred to
as the capacities of L in the HV and HVX design styles,
respectively. Let CHV (L) and CHV X(L) be the capacities
of a dividing line L in the HV and HVX design style,
respectively.

Let n be the number of nets. If CHV (L) ≥ n for all di-
viding lines L, then all nets can be connected using only
HV tracks. Whereas, if there exists a dividing line L, the
capacity of which in the HV design style is less than n
(CHV (L) < n), then not all nets can be connected using

only HV tracks. Even though not all nets can be con-
nected using only HV tracks, all nets can be connected
using HVX tracks if CHV X(L) ≥ n for all dividing lines L.

A dividing line L is said to be critical if CHV (L) < n.
Not all nets can pass a dividing line L using only HV
tracks if L is critical. In order to obtain a feasible routing
pattern, the capacities of all critical dividing lines should
be increased. However, the number of critical dividing
lines would become exponential. Thus, it is impractical
to increase the capacities of all critical dividing lines in-
dividually.

A dividing line may pass over obstacles. A dividing
interval is the interval of a dividing line such that both
ends are located in an obstacle or on the boundary of
the routing area, which does not pass over any obsta-
cle. A dividing line consists of several dividing intervals.
The capacity of a dividing interval is defined analogously.
Let CHV (I) and CHV X(I) be the capacity of a dividing
interval I in the HV and HVX design styles, respectively.

Let L′ be a critical dividing line that consists of divid-
ing intervals I ′0, I

′

1, . . . , I
′

m, where I ′i is an interval between
obstacles Bi and Bi+1 (0 ≤ i ≤ m). The sequence of ob-
stacles B0, B1, . . . , Bm+1 is derived from Lf . There may
exist several critical dividing lines, where the sequence
of obstacles derived is the same as L′. The capacities of
critical dividing lines from which the sequence of obstacles
B0, B1, . . . , Bm+1 is derived are increased simultaneously.
Let L be a critical dividing line in which the order that
passes obstacles is the same as L′ and whose capacity in
the HV design style is minimum among them. By adopt-
ing the HVX design style, if all nets can pass L, then all
nets can pass dividing lines from which the sequence of
obstacles B0, B1, . . . , Bm+1 is derived. Let I0, I1, . . . , Im

be the dividing intervals of L.
Assume that n > CHV (L) and n ≤ CHV X(L), and as-

sume that the number of X tracks used at L is minimized.
The number of nets that can pass Ii in the HVX design

style is at most CHV X(Ii). If the maximum number of
nets pass dividing intervals of L, except for Ii in the HV
design style, then the number of nets that must pass Ii is
n−CHV (L)+CHV (Ii). Let K(Ii) = max(CHV X(Ii), n−
CHV (L) + CHV (Ii)). The number of nets that pass Ii is
at most K(Ii).

Let dHV (g, Bi) be the maximum of x-distance and y-
distance between grid-point g and obstacle Bi. Note
that dHV (g, Bi) corresponds to the number of wires that
can pass between g and Bi in the HV design style. Let
the capacity CHV (Bi, g, Bi+1) of grid-point g in terms
of obstacles Bi and Bi+1 in the HV design style be the
maximum number of wires that can pass any dividing
interval between Bi and Bi+1 that passes g in the HV
design style. Note that CHV (Bi, g, Bi+1) = dHV (g, Bi) +
dHV (g, Bi+1) − 1.

If CHV (Bi, g, Bi+1) ≤ K(Ii), then all nets can pass
any dividing interval between Bi and Bi+1 that passes g
without an X track. Otherwise, there exists a feasible
routing pattern that uses an X track in order to pass the
dividing interval between Bi and Bi+1 that passes g.

The set of grid-points g having a capacity
of CHV (Bi, g, Bi+1) is less than or equal to K(Ii)
is defined as the critical zone between Bi and Bi+1. If
X tracks are appropriately defined in the critical zone
between Bi and Bi+1 (0 ≤ i ≤ m), then all of the
nets can pass the critical dividing lines that pass over
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Fig. 9. Flow graph modified from the flow graph shown in Fig. 3

B0, Bi, . . . , Bm+1.

V. Proposed HVX routing

The proposed routing method consists of three phases.
In the first phase, the proposed method analyzes the given
trunk routing problem and extracts critical zones from
the routing area. In the second phase, a routing pattern
in each extracted critical zone is determined using H, V,
and X tracks. In the third phase, a routing pattern in the
remaining routing area is determined using only H and V
tracks.

A. Extracting critical zones

In the first phase, the proposed method analyzes the
given trunk routing problem to determine whether a fea-
sible routing pattern can be obtained. If a feasible routing
pattern can be obtained, the proposed method extracts
critical zones from the routing area.

First, a flow graph with vertex capacity is constructed
from a given routing area. Then, a minimum cut is ob-
tained using a flow method[16]. If the capacity of the ob-
tained minimum cut is larger than or equal to the number
of nets, then the proposed method proceeds to the second
phase. Otherwise, the capacity of the corresponding di-
viding line in the HVX design style is calculated. If the
calculated capacity is less than the number of nets, then
the proposed method stops and fails to obtain a feasi-
ble routing pattern. Otherwise, critical zones in terms of
the corresponding dividing line are extracted. For exam-
ple, the minimum cut obtained by the flow method that
consists of vertices indicated by striped lines is shown in
Fig. 3. In this example, the two vertices are extracted as
a critical zone.

The capacity of the obtained minimum cut is then in-
creased by modifying the flow graph to find other critical
dividing lines. In order to increase the capacity of the
obtained minimum cut, the flow graph is modified as fol-
lows.

1. The vertices corresponding to critical zones and the
edges incident to the vertices are deleted.

2. Edges with infinite capacity are inserted between ver-
tices that are adjacent to the deleted vertices.

As an example, the modified flow graph obtained from
the flow graph in Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 9.

Then, a minimum cut in the modified flow graph is
obtained. This procedure is repeated until the capacity
of a minimum cut of the flow graph becomes at least equal
to the number of nets or a dividing line that cannot be
passed is found.

Fig. 10. An example of critical zone routing

B. Critical zone routing

In the second phase, a routing pattern is generated for
each critical zone. In each critical zone, X tracks are
first generated so that the number of wires that can pass
the critical zone is maximized. Let us consider a critical
zone in which k nets pass (1 ≤ k ≤ n). The boundary
of the critical zone is divided into the source terminal
side boundary, the sink terminal side boundary, and the
remaining boundary, which corresponds to the boundary
of the routing area or obstacles. The source terminal side
boundary has k on-points. The number of H tracks, V
tracks, and X tracks that pass the source (sink) terminal
side boundary is k. On-points in the source terminal side
boundary are labeled s1, s2, . . . , sk along the boundary.
Similarly, the i-th H track, i-th V track, and i-th X track
that pass the source terminal side boundary are labeled
hs

i , vs
i , and xs

i , respectively.
The route of a net that passes the si is then determined

so that the route connects si and ti using hs
i , vs

i , xi, ht
i,

and vt
i . The wire of each net uses part of an X track in

the zone and uses HV tracks if necessary. An example of
a routing pattern in a critical zone is shown in Fig. 10.

In the first phase, each critical zone corresponding to
dividing interval Ii is defined assuming that K(Ii) nets
pass Ii. However, the number of wires that pass Ii, which
corresponds to the amount of flow that passes Ii in the
final flow graph, might be less than K(Ii). If the number
of wires that pass Ii is less than K(Ii), then each critical
zone is redefined using the number of wires that pass Ii

instead of K(Ii).

C. Non-critical zone routing

In the third phase, the routing pattern outside the crit-
ical zones is determined. In this phase, the routing prob-
lem is divided into several subproblems by regarding crit-
ical zones as obstacles and by arranging terminals on the
boundaries of critical zones. Each subproblem satisfies
the trunk routing topology condition and the connection
requirement can be realized using only HV tracks. Al-
though the routing method used in this phase is not spec-
ified, any routing method can be applied, even methods
that cannot handle X tracks appropriately.

Finally, the results for the routing patterns are merged.
The obtained routing pattern does not take various in-
dices into account. Therefore, it might be necessary to
modify the obtained routing pattern in post processing,
but this is beyond the scope of this paper.
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TABLE I
Experimental results

Ratio Design style d1 d2 d3 d4 d5
0.05 HV 18 19 18 18 19

HVX 18 20 19 19 20
0.10 HV 15 14 13 13 15

HVX 15 16 13 14 16
0.15 HV 12 14 13 13 14

HVX 13 14 14 14 14
0.20 HV 10 11 10 10 11

HVX 10 11 10 10 11

Fig. 11. An example of the routing pattern

VI. Experimental results

The proposed routing method is implemented in C++,
which is compiled with gcc4.2.4 and executed on a PC
having a 2.66-GHz Intel Core2 CPU and 4 GB of RAM.

The proposed method is applied to 20 sample data sets
in which obstacles are randomly generated in the middle
of the routing area. The obstacle ratio in the middle of
the routing area is changed from 0.05 to 0.20 in 0.05 in-
crements. The number of nets in each sample data set
is 20. In Table I, for each sample data set, the numbers
of nets that are completed in HV design style and HVX
design style by the proposed method are shown. Bold
font is used if the number of nets that are completed in
the HVX design style is larger than that in the HV de-
sign style. Figure 11 shows the routing pattern of d2,
the obstacle ratio of which is 0.05, obtained by the pro-
posed method. In the figure, grid-points that correspond
to the minimum cut and grid-points that correspond to
the boundary of the corresponding critical zone are rep-
resented by a small circle and a large circle, respectively.
If the obstacle ratio is between 0.05 and 0.15, then the

number of nets that can connect often increase with the
use of X tracks. The effect of the X track increases when
obstacles are placed diagonally and when the distance be-
tween the obstacles is relatively large. In this experiment,
small obstacles are randomly arranged in a small area.
The condition of this experiment appears to be relatively
severe compared to the requirements in actual PCB de-
sign. These results indicate that the proposed method is
promising for application in actual PCB design.

VII. Conclusion and future research

In this paper, we proposes a routing method for a trunk
routing problem in which the connection requirements are
realized in one routing layer using 45-degree segments as
well as horizontal and vertical segments. In the proposed
routing method, 45-degree segments are used in critical
zones only. The proposed method extracts every critical
zone efficiently and then obtains a route in the critical
zone using horizontal segments, vertical segments, and
45-degree segments. In the non-critical zone, any routing
tool that can handle horizontal and vertical segments only
can be used to improve various specifications because the
proposed method guarantees the connectivity.

In the future, we intend to enhance the proposed
method to enable various evaluations, such as length,
bends, and delay, to be taken into account. In addition,
we will develop a PCB routing system that uses the pro-
posed method as a subroutine.
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